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We consider quantum enhancement of direct-detection interferometric measurements to increase telescope
resolution. We propose a protocol of measuring interferometric visibility function using imperfectly entangled
states shared between remote telescopes. We show how errors in visibility measurement, and in turn, errors in
intensity distribution of a distant object depend on the degree of entanglement of the shared quantum resource.
We determine that these errors are sufficiently small over a wide range of resource states which makes our
technique feasible in practical environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
The angular resolution of telescopic arrays used in direct-
detection interferometric measurements can be enhanced by
increasing the baseline size, the distance between telescopes.
The observed interference patten contains information about
the correlation function of the radiation from an astronomi-
cal object and allows the extraction of information about the
amplitude and phase of the complex visibility function, often
called the fringe parameter, mutual intensity, or mutual coher-
ence function. Increasing the baseline of the telescope array
while maintaining sensitivity can improve the resolution of
the source intensity distribution [1]. However, one problem
with the direct-detection interferometric method is the loss of
photons during transmission between the telescopes in an ar-
ray [1]. Longer baselines lead to higher photon loss result-
ing in lower rates of successful interference detection events,
which in turn reduces the scheme sensitivity.
A way to mitigate this problem using mode-entangled pho-
tons has been proposed recently in [2]. The main idea was
to distribute known and replaceable photons in a perfect Bell-
state between two telescopes in advance, utilizing a quantum
network [3, 4], and extract the visibility function from local
measurements, therefore eliminating the propagation loss of
the collected photons. However, the technology required to
reliably distribute perfectly entangled quantum states such as
high-throughput repeaters [5–7], long-lifetime quantum mem-
ories [8], decoherence-free entanglement swapping mecha-
nisms [9], high-fidelity quantum gates for purification [10],
distillation [11] and error-correcting protocols [12] is not ma-
ture enough to yield distributed states with fidelities close to
perfectly-entangled Bell-states [13].
In this work we consider quantum enhancement of the
direct-detection interferometric measurements using realis-
tic, imperfectly-entangled quantum states as a resource. We
propose to measure the complex visibility function utilizing
quantum X-states which could feasibly be distributed across
the nodes of a quantum network with currently available tech-
nology. The X-state form of the density matrix is general
enough to take into account decoherence and photon loss in
the distribution process between a perfect Bell-pair source and
two telescope sites, and as examples we examine the effects
of amplitude-damping, dephasing and depolarization on the
entanglement distribution process [14–16]. Further, we cal-
culate the dependence of the measurement rate and visibility
on the resource state matrix elements and find that the results
of the visibility measurements are determined by the concur-
rence [17] and the sum of diagonal density matrix elements
(weight) of the X-state in the mode-entangled subspace. We
also show that the error in the visibility magnitude is inversely
proportional to the product of the concurrence and the square-
root of the weight, while the error in the visibility phase is
inversely proportional to the square-root of the weight of the
X-state.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. (II) briefly reviews interferometric measurement of the
complex visibility function and the quantum-enhancement of
this measurement using ideal Bell-pairs as a resource. Sec. III
discusses the density matrix representation of the entangled
resource states, the experimental scheme and measurement
rates, the expected errors in the visibility measurements, and
examines all of these results for specific channel decoherence
models. Sec. IV provides final conclusions and future work
directions.
II. QUANTUM-ENHANCED INTERFEROMETRYWITH
IDEAL RESOURCES; VISIBILITY AND RESOLUTION
A. Interferometric resolution
Interferometric measurements allow us to extract the phase
information of radiation collected from spatially separated
points [1, 18]. This phase information can be used to dis-
tinguish the angular positions of different points at the source
from which the radiation emerges, resulting in the resolution
of different of different source points. The essential idea of
interferometry can be understood through Young’s double slit
experiment, Fig. (1). Plane waves of monochromatic light
from a distant point source interfere on a second screen upon
passing through two slits (the distance between screens is neg-
ligible compared to the distance to the source) resulting in an
intensity pattern of alternating bright and dark fringes. In the
case of two point sources the interference patterns overlap.
Two point-sources are resolved if the central maximum of the
interference pattern from one source coincides with the first
minimum of the interference pattern from the other. When
this happens, the angular separation of the two point sources
(resolution) is defined as
∆Θ = λ/2B, (1)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Left panel: Monochromatic plane waves of
light from a distant source S1 pass through two slits separated by a
distance B. Constructive and destructive interference of the waves
from the slits result in a pattern of alternating bright and dark fringes
on a screen. Right panel: Similarly, two nearby sources S1 and S2
produce two sets of overlapping intereference patterns on the screen.
These two sources are resolved if the maxima of one patten coincides
exactly with the minima of the other.
where λ is the wavelength of the monochromatic light, and B
the separation between the slits.
To determine the size of an extended source, the intensity
distribution of the source as a function of the observation an-
gle is measured. Usually, such sources are considered as mul-
tiple independent point-sources which produce correspond-
ingly many overlapping fringe patterns in the interferometric
measurement. The Van Cittert-Zernike theorem [19, 20] re-
lates the contrast of the fringe pattern for an extended source,
also called the visibility, to the Fourier transform of the source
intensity distribution. We discuss the relationship between
visibility and the source intensity distribution in the follow-
ing section.
B. Visibility
The complex visibility function Vν(r1,r2) is defined as the
spatial autocorrelation function of the electromagnetic radia-
tion collected by telescopes at two different locations r1 and
r2
Vν(r1,r2) ∶= ⟨E¯ν(r1)E¯∗ν (r2)⟩ , (2)
where the raised asterisk denotes complex conjugation and
subscript ν refers to the specific frequency for which the
correlation is measured. Note, because E¯1(r1) and E¯2(r2)
are 3D-vectors, Eq. (2) yields a tensor. For simplicity, here
we consider the electromagnetic field produced by the celes-
tial sources to be a scalar. Thus we model the scalar fieldE(R) produced at a distant point R in the sky propagating
to the telescope at the observation point r via the propaga-
tor, P (R,r) = e2piiν∣R−r∣/c/∣R − r∣, under the standard as-
sumption of the space between the source and telescope be-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) A pair of telescopes TL and TR separated by
a distance of magnitude B collect photons originating from distant
sources. The collected photons have a phase difference proportional
to the geometrical path difference given by ∆φ = B cos(θ)/λ.
ing empty. The total field is given by adding up contribu-
tions from all sky regions on the celestial sphere with ra-
dius ∣R∣ which implies that at the point ri, the total field is
E(ri) = ∫ E(R)e2piiν∣R−ri∣/c/∣R − ri∣dζ with dζ an element
of solid angle subtended by the source at the point ri. Under
two other standard astronomical assumptions: a) the celestial
sources are spatially incoherent, ⟨E(R1)E(R2)⟩ = 0, and b)
far-field sources, ∣R1,2∣ ≫ ∣r1,2∣, Eq. (2) takes the form
Vν(r1,r2) = ∫ Iν(sˆ)e−2piiνsˆ(r1−r2)/cdΩ, (3)
where Iν(sˆ) is the intensity distribution as a function of the
observation direction vector sˆ, dΩ is an element of solid an-
gle, and integration is done over the entire solid angle sub-
tended by the source. Eq. (3) expresses the visibility function
Vν(r¯1, r¯2) as the Fourier transform of the source intensity dis-
tribution Iν(sˆ), at observation frequency ν. Note that Iν(sˆ)
is a function of the observation angle, given by the unit direc-
tion vector sˆ relative to the fixed coordinate system at the tele-
scopes. This is the essential content of the Van Cittert-Zernike
theorem [19]: access to visibility at various baselines allows
for complete reconstruction of the source intensity distribu-
tion. However, the range of the baseline-size is limited in ex-
perimental measurements, therefore using the inverse Fourier-
transform of Eq. (3) we have
Iν(sˆ) = ∫ Bm
0
Vν(r1,r2)e2ipiνsˆr/cdr, (4)
where r = r2 − r1,Bm is the maximum baseline size.
The relation in Eq. (3) implies that the angular-resolution
of the interferometric array of telescopes can be improved by
increasing the value of Bm. Since direct-detection interfer-
ometric measurements require light to be physically brought
from the telescopes to the cental detection station, where the
correlation function in the R.H.S. of Eq. (2) is measured, the
photon loss in optical channels limits the increase of the base-
line size. In addition to photon losses, atmospheric density
fluctuations and various physical mechanisms of noise also
hinder the visibility measurements, reducing sensitivity and
resolution of the direct-detection method [1, 18]. In this work,
however, we only discuss how quantum-enhanced interferom-
etry can mitigate the problem of photon-loss.
3C. Quantum-enhanced interferometry with ideal resources
The essential idea of quantum-enhanced interferometry is
to remove the need for actual physical transport of the col-
lected photons from the separated telescopes to the measure-
ment station. Instead, correlations between local measure-
ments (at the telescope locations) on the collected photons
from the astronomic object and an entangled pre-shared pho-
tons are used to obtain the visibility function. The idealized
scheme based on perfect Bell-states shared between the tele-
scope sites is summarized in what follows. Gottesman et. al.
[2] considered weak light from a distant astronomic object
(denoted by the subscript A) at the single-photon level which
is characterized by a mode-entangled wave-function
∣ψ⟩A = 1√
2
(∣0⟩L ∣1⟩R + e−i∆φ ∣1⟩L ∣0⟩R) , (5)
where L,R denote the left and right telescopes, see Fig. (3).
Such astronomical single photons are rare, thus losses and
noise incurred during the physical transmission process be-
tween the telescopes reduce the effective signal quality. Use of
shared entangled states was proposed to overcome this prob-
lem of the signal degradation. A known perfectly-entangled
photonic state is established between the telescope sites, in
advance, before local joint-measurements on the astronomi-
cal photon and the network supplied photon are performed. It
turns out that the correlations between these local measure-
ments yield the same information of the visibility function
as do direct interferometric measurements on the astronomic
photons physically transmitted to the central detection station.
Let us give more details on the quantum-enhanced inter-
ferometry by considering an extended source comprised of
multiple spatially-incoherent point sources. The ensemble of
single astronomical photons from such an extended source is
a probabilistic mixture of pure states of the form ∣ψA⟩, each
with its own independent phase ∆φ. The general density ma-
trix of the photons can be written in the form
ρA = 1
2
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 1 ηae
iηp 0
0 ηae
−iηp 1 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (6)
where ηa and ηp are the real variables.
It is constructive to provide some details of full quantum
mechanical description of the visibility function. The direct-
detection interferometry provides information about complex
visibility, VaeiVp , which is the first-order field correlation
function [21, 22]. For the pure single-mode quantum state
of light, the field correlation function is defined as
V(r1,r2) = ⟨ψA∣E−L(r1)E+R(r2) ∣ψA⟩ , (7)
where E+R ∼ iaR and E−L ∼ −ia†L are the positive and nega-
tive frequency components of the electric field operator at the
right and left telescopes (for simplicity spatial dependence is
omitted here), a†R is the electromagnetic mode creation oper-
ator, and ∣ψA⟩ is the state of the astronomical photons which
can be expressed as
∣ψA⟩ = 1√
2
(aˆ†R + e−i∆φaˆ†L) ∣0L0R⟩ . (8)
After some algebra we find V(r1,r2) = ei∆φ/2 , that means
the visibility functions is defined by the relative phase be-
tween the modes of the single photon. For the extended
source, using the photon density matrix in Eq. (6) we have
V(r1,r2) = Tr{ρAE−L(r1)E+R(r2)} = 12ηaeiηp . (9)
As we see the visibility function is identical to the off-
diagonal element of the density matrix in Eq. (6), ηa ≡ Va
and ηp ≡ Vp. Since the density matrix of the astronomical
photon contains all information about the visibility function
the general density matrix of the photon can be written in the
form
ρA = 1
2
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 1 Vae
iVp 0
0 Vae
−iVp 1 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (10)
which describes a mixed state for ∣Va∣ < 1 and a pure state if
and only if ∣Va∣ = 1.
The authors in [2] assumed that the shared entangled state
between the telescopes is a pure mode-entangled Bell state.
The state density matrix is given by
ρE = 1
2
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 1 e−iδ 0
0 eiδ 1 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (11)
with δ the controllable phase-difference, between the paths
to the left telescope and the right telescope from the photon
source. It was shown that the visibility function can be ex-
tracted through correlations between local measurements at
the telescope sites. The setups consist of a 50 ∶ 50 beam-
splitter (BS) with detectors at both output ports (L1, L2 at the
left telescope and R1,R2 at the right telescope), Fig. (3). If
one uses the states ρA and ρE given above then the visibility
can be obtained as correlations between detector clicks at the
left and right telescopes; the probability of correlated (L1,R1)
or (L2,R2) detections pc and that of anti-correlated (L1,R2)
or (L2,R1) detections pac are
pc = 1
2
(1 − Va cos(Vp − δ)) ,
pac = 1
2
(1 + Va cos(Vp − δ)) . (12)
Thus, the amplitude, Va, and phase, Vp, of the complex visi-
bility can be deduced by scanning over different values of the
controllable phase difference, δ. By measuring the visibility
for different baselines one can use Eq. (4) to eventually obtain
the intensity distribution of radiation coming from the target.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) In quantum-enhanced interferometry the pair
of telescopes TL, TR separated by a baseline distance of magnitude
B share an entangled state. Correlations between outcomes of local
measurements performed on the incoming single photon from the
target and the entangled photon supplied by the quantum network
yield the desired interferometric information, i.e., visibility function.
δ is a controllable phase difference between the left and the right
paths.
III. INTERFEROMETRYWITH NON-IDEAL
RESOURCES
In this section we discuss measurement of the visibility
function using imperfectly-entangled quantum states as a re-
source. It is a tall order to require high-quality hardware that
can provide long lived quantum memories, high-fidelity quan-
tum gates, low-loss optical fibers, and other high-efficiency
optical elements to distribute and store perfect Bell-pairs be-
tween two widely separated telescopes. In practice, decoher-
ence in the quantum channel elements utilized for entangle-
ment distribution leads to deterioration of the quantum re-
source quality [23]. For simplicity, here we refer to any
entanglement distribution system as a quantum network. In
the Subsec. (III A) we consider several decoherence mecha-
nisms in a quantum network connecting the photon-source to
the telescopes. We show that if the left and right arms of the
network are susceptible to independent channels of decoher-
ence then it leads to shared entangled two-qubit states of the
X-form. Here two-qubit refers to the 4-dimensional Hilbert
space of a two-mode entangled single photon state. Then, in
Subsec. (III B), we analyze the visibility function when the
quantum state shared between the telescopes is an X-state, as-
suming perfect characterization of the shared entangled state.
In practical scenarios the resource-state characterization may
itself have errors [24] which can also be taken into account
by the explicit formulae for visibility function in terms of
the resource-state density matrix elements as shown in Sub-
sec. (III C). However, in this work we only analyze errors in
visibility measurements due to the non-perfect entangled na-
ture of the resource state.
A. Decoherence in the entanglement distribution channel
Various decoherence mechanisms in the quantum network
lead to imperfectly entangled states. Independent decoher-
BS
SPS
TL TR
FIG. 4. (Color online) A simple scheme for entangled state distribu-
tion. The single photon source (SPS) and the 50 ∶ 50 beam-splitter
(BS) create spatial mode-entangled Bell-pairs which are transmitted
to the telescopes TL and TR via a quantum network. Depending on
the total length of the quantum network, various methods of entan-
glement distribution, e.g. quantum repeaters, can be used.
ence in the two arms of the network connecting the telescopes,
shown schematically in Fig. (4), including the various con-
necting elements, quantum gates, filters etc., may generally be
modeled via the amplitude damping, dephasing and depolariz-
ing quantum channels. It can be shown (see Appendix A), that
if the entangled state generated by the single-photon source is
one of the pure Bell-states (whose density matrix itself is of
the X-form - all entries other than the main and anti-diagonal
being zero) then any of the above decoherence mechanisms
preserves the X-form for the resource state eventually received
at the telescopes.
Derivation of the explicit forms of the resource state density
matrices for the different decoherence mechanisms are in Ap-
pendix A. Introducing the probabilities of the photon suffering
amplitude damping λL,R, dephasing µL,R and depolarization
κL,R in the left and right channels we obtain the following fi-
nal shared resource states between the telescopes in the three
cases,
ρADX = 12
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
λ+ 0 0 0
0 λ−R √λ−Lλ−R 0
0
√
λ−Lλ−R λ−L 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (13)
ρDephX = 12
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 1 µ−Lµ−R 0
0 µ−Lµ−R 1 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (14)
ρDepolX = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
x 0 0 0
0 1/2 − x 1/2 − 2x 0
0 1/2 − 2x 1/2 − x 0
0 0 0 x
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (15)
where λ+ = λR + λR, λ−L,R = 1 − λL,R, µ−L,R = 1 − µL,R, x =(κL+κR)/3−4κLκR/9, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/3, since 0 ≤ κL,R ≤ 1. Note
that the X-form of the resource state is preserved even when
the two arms undergo different decoherence mechanisms or
a combination thereof as long as the decoherence in the two
paths is independent.
5B. Visibility function measurements usingX-states
Using pre-shared entangled X-states, the visibility func-
tion can be obtained from local measurements of the probabil-
ity for correlated and anti-correlated photon detections at the
telescope sites, Fig. (3), similar to the perfect Bell-pair case
considered previously. The measurement setup consists of a
50/50 beam-splitter at each telescope location with two single
photon detectors at its outputs as shown in Fig. (3). One input
of each of the beam-splitters is from the respective telescope
while the other input is for the network supplied photon. The
two inputs to each of the beam-splitters thus correspond to a
spatial mode of the astronomical photon and a spatial mode of
the network photon. Each of the two single photons, one from
the astronomical source and one from the network, may inde-
pendently arrive at the two telescopes. The instances where
these two photons arrive at different telescopes provide data
useful for determining the visibility function.
We describe photon detections at the beam-splitter outputs
by projection operators given by
ΠL± = ∣ψL± ⟩ ⟨ψL± ∣ , ∣ψL± ⟩ = (∣1LA0LX⟩ ± ∣0LA1LX⟩)/√2 ,
ΠR± = ∣ψR± ⟩ ⟨ψR± ∣ , ∣ψR± ⟩ = (∣1RA0RX⟩ ± ∣0RA1RX⟩)/√2 , (16)
where L,R denote whether the measurement is at the left or
right telescope, the subscripts A,X indicating an astronomi-
cal photon or the resource entangled photon. Correlated mea-
surements at the right and left telescopes are identical mea-
surements of either Π+ or Π− at both telescopes, in this case
pairs of detectors L1,R1 or L2,R2 detect the photons.
The probability of correlated photon-detections is given by
qc = Tr[ΠL+ΠR+ ρA ⊗ ρX] +Tr[ΠL−ΠR− ρA ⊗ ρX], (17)
where ρA is the density matrix of the astronomical single-
photon defined in Eq. (10), and the shared entangled state be-
tween the two telescopes is now described by
ρX = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
a 0 0 e−izpza
0 g e−iwpwa 0
0 eiwpwa f 0
eizpza 0 0 h
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (18)
where a+g+f+h = 1. Note, that ρX encompasses states of the
form in Eqs. (13),(14), (15), i.e., states arising out of all pos-
sible modes of decoherence which occur independently in the
two arms of any entangled-state distribution-system such as
shown in Fig. (4). Anti-correlated measurements correspond
to those where the two projectors at the different telescopes
are different, i.e., Π+ is measured at one telescope while Π−
at the other, in this case the pairs of detectors L1,R2 or L2,R1
detect the photons. The probability of anti-correlated photon-
detections is
qac = Tr[ΠL+ΠR− ρA ⊗ ρX] +Tr[ΠL−ΠR+ ρA ⊗ ρX]. (19)
In terms of the matrix elements of the resource state ρX , given
in Eq. (18), the probabilities of correlated and anti-correlated
measurements turn out to be
qc = 1
4
(g + f − 2Vawa cos(Vp −wp)) , (20)
qac = 1
4
(g + f + 2Vawa cos(Vp −wp)) . (21)
Postselection on successful detection events, when one de-
tector at each telescope clicks, provides normalized probabil-
ities
pc = qc
qc + qac = 12(1 − VaC cos(Vp −wp)), (22)
pac = qac
qc + qac = 12(1 + VaC cos(Vp −wp)) , (23)
where C = 2wa/(g + f) is the X-state concurrence [17]. The
difference between the correlated and anti-correlated event
probabilities
pac − pc = VaC cos(Vp −wp) (24)
provides the connection between the phase, Vp, and the ampli-
tude, Va, of the visibility function. Eq. (24) also implies that
by controlling and scanning through a few different values of
the phase wp we can determine the values of Va and Vp. Thus,
using two values of wp we have
δp(1) = p(1)ac − p(1)c = VaC cos(Vp −w(1)p ) , (25)
δp(2) = p(2)ac − p(2)c = VaC cos(Vp −w(2)p ) . (26)
Taking the ratio α = δp(1)/δp(2), from Eqs. (25), (26) we find
the phase of the visibility function
Vp = tan−1[ 1
sinw
(2)
p
( sin(w(2)p −w(1)p )
α sinw
(2)
p − sinw(1)p − cosw(2)p )].
(27)
Once Vp is determined it can be used to find the magnitude of
the visibility function
Va = δp(1)
C cos(Vp −w(1)p ) . (28)
The rate at which successful detection events occur is
called the measurement rate RM . Both correlated and anti-
correlated detection events comprise the set of successful de-
tection events. The probability that for a single incoming
target photon a successful detection event occurs is qM =
qc + qac = (g + f)/2, using Eqs. (20), (21). We denote the
photon flux from the target received by the telescopes as RT
and the generation rate of pure Bell-pairs by the photon source
in the quantum-network by RE - which is the rate of gener-
ated entangled photons per incoming spatio-temporal mode of
astronomical photons with 0 ≤ RE ≤ 1. The measurement rate
is a qM fraction of the rate RERT yielding,
RM = (g + f)
2
RERT . (29)
If the entangled states generated at the source suffer no de-
coherence on their way to the telescopes then g + f = 1
and the maximal measurement rate for fixed RE and RT is
6R
(0)
M = RERT /2. A useful way to express the measurement
rate RM is as the product, RM = ξR(0)M , with ξ = g + f ex-
tracting the contribution to the rate from the matrix elements
of the resource state ρX . The factor of 1/2 reduction in mea-
surement rate, even when ξ = 1 and RE = 1, arises from the
fact that for the ideal case of Bell-state resource both photons
end up at the detectors of the same telescope 50% of the time.
A way to reduce this inherent fraction of loss is suggested
in [2] based on the idea of using multipartite entangled re-
source states distributed between multiple telescopes instead
of the bipartite entangled state in the current discussion.
C. Error in visibility measurement due to imperfectly
entangled resource states
Now we examine the dependence of the errors in the
measurement of visibility function on the parameters of the
resource state. The phase Vp depends on the ratio α =
δp(1)/δp(2) and the phases of the resource state density matrix
element w(1),(2)p . The errors in Vp depend only on the errors
in the ratio α, i.e., ∆Vp = ∣∂Vp/∂α∣∆α since we assume the
ability to characterize the resource state perfectly and hence
wp is known exactly. For the error in α, we have
∆α = { ∂α
∂(δp(1))∆(δp(1))2 + ∂α∂(δp(2))∆(δp(2))2}
1/2
.
(30)
Since ∆(δp(1)) = ∆(p(1)ac − p(1)c ) = ∆(2p(1)ac − 1) = 2∆p(1)ac
and similarly ∆(δp(2)) = 2∆p(2)ac , we use the estimate for
the standard statistical error in the determination of the prob-
abilities, i.e., ∆p(1)ac = σp(1)ac /√N and ∆p(2)ac = σp(2)ac /√N ,
where σp is the standard deviation of the probability p using a
sample of size N . Because the number of samples is directly
proportional to the measurement rate RM we find that the er-
ror in the measurement of the phase of the visibility, ∆Vp,
scales inversely proportional to the square root of the measure-
ment rate, ∆Vp ∼ 1/√N ∼ 1/√RM ∼ 1/√ξ. The amplitude
Va depends on the phase Vp, δp(1), the concurrence C, and
the phase of the resource state density matrix element w(1)p .
Our assumption is that C and w(1)p can be determined exactly,
hence, the errors in Va are due to errors in the determination
of δp(1) and the errors in Vp. Therefore, we estimate
∆Va = {( ∂Va
∂(δp(1)))2(∆δp(1))2 + (∂Va∂Vp )2(∆Vp)2}
1/2
.
(31)
Using Eq. (28), we find that the partial derivatives in
Eq. (31) are both proportional to 1/C2 and thus ∆Va ∝ 1/C.
Further, since both ∆δp(1) and ∆Vp scale as 1/√RM as dis-
cussed in the paragraphs above we find that ∆Va ∼ 1/C√N ∼
1/(C√RM) ∼ 1/(C√ξ). To summarize, the dependence of
the amplitude and the phase errors in the complex visibility on
the parameters of the shared quantum resource (for fixed RE
and RT ) goes as follows
∆Va ∼ 1/(C√ξ) , (32)
∆Vp ∼ 1/√ξ . (33)
D. Error in the intensity distribution
The errors in the visibility propagate to the errors in the
intensity distribution function. The linearity of the Fourier
transform, that connects visibility to the intensity, implies that,
to first order, the error in the intensity distribution is propor-
tional to {∆V 2a +∆V 2p }1/2. Introducing averaged values, V¯a
and V¯p, respectfully for the amplitude and the phase of the
visibility function, so that Va = V¯a +∆Va and Vp = V¯p +∆Vp,
we find
I(s) = ∫ (V¯a +∆Va)ei(φ(r)+∆Vp)dr
≃ I¯ + ∫ ∆Vaeiφ(r)dr + i∆Vp ∫ V¯aeiφ(r)dr , (34)
where I¯ is the averaged intensity, and φ(r) = 2piνsr/c + V¯p.
Therefore, we have
∆I = ∣I − I¯ ∣ ∼ √∆V 2a +∆V 2p . (35)
In the estimate above, ∆Va and ∆Vp should be understood
as the maximum values of amplitude and phase errors over
the domain of integration. From the dependence of the er-
rors on the resource state characteristics given in Eq. (33)
we find that the errors in the intensity distribution goes as(C2 + 1)1/2/C√ξ. Thus, for C ≃ 1 the error in the intensity
distribution goes as 1/√ξ, i.e., as the error in the phase of the
visibility, while for small values of the concurrence C, it goes
as 1/C√ξ, i.e., as the error in the amplitude of the visibility.
E. Examples cases for decoherence of resource states
Here we consider several examples of the decoherence in
quantum network components, that result in imperfect re-
source states for interferometric measurements.
Lossy Fibers in quantum network. If the entangled pho-
ton in the quantum-network is distributed to the telescopes
using lossy optical fibers, the photon loss can be modeled as
amplitude-damping decoherence. Considering the decoher-
ence only due to amplitude-damping, from Eq. (13) we get
g + f = 1− (λL +λR)/2, where λL,R = (1− e−LL,R/L0) is the
probability of photon loss in the fiber of a lengthLwithL0 be-
ing the attenuation length. In the case of of equal arm lengths
of the two channels, LL = LR = B/2, shown in Fig. (4), we
find that the log of the measurement rate, shown in Fig. (5),
goes down linearly with the size of the baseline
log(RM) = log(RERT /2) − B
2L0
. (36)
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Normalized measurement rate RM as a func-
tion of normalized baselineB for three cases: channel with exponen-
tial loss (solid black line), quantum repeater chain with polynomial
loss (dashed blue line), perfect repeater chain distributing ideal Bell
pairs (dotted red line).
With equal arm lengths we also observe that the errors in the
amplitude and phase of the visibility function depend on the
baseline size as ∆Va ∼ eB/4L0 and ∆Vp ∼ eB/4L0 .
Finite-lifetime quantum memories. Another example of de-
coherence in the network that leads to an X-state resource is
dephasing in quantum memories. To show this, we consider a
quantum network which relies on quantum memories and en-
tanglement swapping to distribute the state between the two
telescopes as shown in Fig. (6). The simplest scheme com-
prises of two sources of entangled Bell-pairs of photons, a
set of quantum memories at the telescope sites, and an entan-
glement swapping setup at the middle station. One photon
of each entangled pair is stored in a quantum memory at the
telescope site before entanglement swapping is performed by
a joint measurement on one photon from each pair at a cen-
tral station [25, 26]. The action of an imperfect memory on a
qubit σ stored in the memory for a time t can be modeled as
a dephasing. Following [26], we describe a single-qubit de-
phasing using a superoperator, Γˆt, acting on the qubit density
matrix, σ, as
Γˆtσ = p(t/2)σ + [1 − p(t/2)]ZσZ, (37)
where p(t) = (1+e−t/τc)/2, τc is the memory coherence time,
Z is the spin Pauli operator along the z-direction.
When each qubit of an initial entangled Bell-state, ψ±,
stored in identical quantum memories with lifetime τc, the
decohered state at time t due to dephasing can be described
as
Γˆt ⊗ Γˆtρψ± = p(t)ρψ± + [1 − p(t)]ρψ∓ = ρ±M(t), (38)
where ρψ± is the density matrix of the original Bell state. Af-
ter some algebra we find
ρ±M(t) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 1
2
± 1
2
e− tτc 0
0 ± 1
2
e− tτc 1
2
0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (39)
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Schematic of a quantum-network based on en-
tanglement swapping of states stored in quantum memories. S12, S34
are the sources of entangled Bell-pairs of photons. The Bell-pair pro-
duced by S12 is stored in quantum memories 1,2 while that produced
by S34 in 3,4. Joint measurements on the quantum state in memo-
ries 2 and 3 using a linear optical setup such as a beam splitter (BS)
and photon detectors D1, D2 result in an entangled quantum state of
memories 1 and 4. This produces the resource quantum-state shared
between the telescopes TL and TR.
which is the density matrix of the Bell diagonal state.
Entanglement swapping of two states ρ±M(t1) and ρ±M(t2)
stored in the different quantum memories for the time t1 and
t2 results in the final output state described by
ρ±M(t1 + t2) = p(t1 + t2)ρψ±M + [1 − p(t1 + t2)]ρψ∓M , (40)
where the ± superscript denotes whether the Bell-state mea-
surement outcome for the entanglement-swapping procedure
is the ψ± Bell state. This result is valid for both ψ+ and ψ−
Bell states as the input states. Comparing the density matrix
ρ±M(t1 + t2) to ρX in Eq. (18) we find that g + f = 1, thus
the measurement rate RM remains constant. This implies that
the error in the phase of the visibility function is also indepen-
dent of the times t1 and t2. The error in the amplitude of the
visibility goes as ∆Va ∼ e(t1+t2)/τc .
Birefringent optical fibers. Finally, we consider decoher-
ence due to depolarization. Polarization-entangled photons
can also be used as a resource to increase the telescope base-
line. Control and manipulation of the polarization can provide
a way to obtain single photon spatial-mode entangled photons
that match the spatio-temporal mode of the incoming astro-
nomical photons. From the density matrix of the X-state,
Eq. (15), it is clear that the measurement rate in this case is
RM = (1 − 2x)RERT /2 with x = (κL + κR)/3 − 4κLκR/9.
Describing the depolarization probabilities in the left and right
network channels as κL = κR = κ = (1 − e−βL/2), where β is
the inverse attenuation length for depolarization and consider-
ing large channel lengths, such that e−βL ≪ 1, we find that the
logarithm of the measurement rate is well approximated by
log(RM) ≈ log(RERT /2) + log(5/9) + 0.8e−βL/2 . (41)
The measurement rate in this case converges to a constant
RM ≃ 0.28RERT which follows from the fact that the ma-
trix elements g and f do not decay to zero for any length of
the fiber, see Eq. (15).
8IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we demonstrated that even imperfectly entan-
gled quantum states are a useful resource to increase the tele-
scopic baseline size in direct-detection interferometry. We
showed the dependence of the visibility function, the mea-
surement rate, and the errors in the amplitude and phase of
the visibility on the the density matrix parameters of the en-
tangled X-state. As a resource for visibility measurement, we
found that distributed entangled quantum-states can be char-
acterized by their concurrence, C, and the weight, ξ, of their
density matrix in a relevant mode-entangled subspace. We
showed that the measurement rate is proportional to ξ of the
resource state. Focusing on the entangled X-states resulting
from the perfect Bell-pairs due to decoherence, we performed
error analysis of the visibility function measurement scheme.
Several physical examples - amplitude-damping due to lossy-
fibers, dephasing in quantum memories, and depolarization
of polarization-entangled photons were considered. We found
that the error in the amplitude of the visibility, VA, is inversely
proportional to the product of the concurrence and square root
of the weight of the resource state, i.e, ∆Va ∼ 1/C√ξ. The
error in the phase of the visibility Vp is inversely proportional
to only the square root of the weight, i.e., ∆Vp ∼ 1/√ξ. Fur-
ther, we derived explicit formulae for the dependence of the
resource-state characteristics C and ξ on the decoherence pa-
rameters of the quantum-network. We conclude that even sub-
stantially decohered entangled distributed quantum-states can
serve as a robust resource for improved measurements of in-
terferometric visibility.
The scheme, even with imperfect resources, can mitigate
photon loss and provide better resolution when compared to
other interferometric measurement methods [1], such as in-
tensity interferometry based on the Hanbury Brown Twiss ef-
fect [27] and heterodyne interferometry. It yields both the
amplitude and phase of the visibility function whereas in-
tensity interferometry usually loses the phase information.
With respect to heterodyne interferometry the quantum en-
hanced direct-detection scheme can have a better signal-to-
noise ratio in the optical regime where the former is limited
by quantum noise. The entanglement of the resource-state
correlates the noise in the measurement outcomes at differ-
ent telescopes which gets cancelled by considering their cor-
relation or anti-correlation. Implementation of the general-
ized quantum-enhanced direct-detection interferometry would
require high throughput quantum-networks that can generate
mode-entangled single photons over a wide range of wave-
lengths to maximize the fraction of incoming photons succes-
fully detected. To estimate required entanglement generation
rates we consider a reference star. For instance, a star called
‘Vega’ produces a photon flux of a few MHz for a telescope of
diameter 1m. Entanglement generation rates of MHz or above
should be feasible in the near future.
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Appendix A: Decoherence in the quantum channel
Amplitude Damping decoherence. Independent amplitude
damping in the left (L) and right (R) arms of the fiber-optic
link can be described by the Kraus operators
AL,R1 = ∣0⟩ ⟨0∣ +√1 − λL,R ∣1⟩ ⟨1∣
AL,R2 = √λL,R ∣0⟩ ⟨1∣ , (A1)
with ∑i=1,2(AL,R)†iAL,Ri = 1 2, and λL,R is the probability
of the photon loss in the left and the right arm of the channel.
Thus, joint decoherence in the quantum link can be described
by the tensor products of the left and right arm operators,AL1 ⊗
AR1 ,A
L
1 ⊗ AR2 ,AL2 ⊗ AR1 ,AL2 ⊗ AR2 . The final 2-qubit state
emerging through the quantum channel for the initial state ρi
is given by ρo = ∑i,j=1,2ALi ⊗ARj ρi (AL)†i ⊗ (AR)†j . Thus
for ρi = ∣ψ+⟩ ⟨ψ+∣, where ∣ψ+⟩ = (∣0⟩ ∣1⟩ + ∣1⟩ ∣0⟩)/√2, we
have
ρX =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
λL+λR
2
0 0 0
0 1−λR
2
√(1−λL)(1−λR)
2
0
0
√(1−λL)(1−λR)
2
1−λL
2
0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
(A2)
Dephasing decoherence. Independent dephasing effects in
the two network arms can be represented by Kraus operators
PL,R1 = √1 − µL,R1 2 ,
PL,R2 = √µL,R ∣0⟩ ⟨0∣ ,
PL,R3 = √µL,R ∣1⟩ ⟨1∣ , (A3)
which satisfy the quantum operation condition∑i=1,2,3(PL,R)†iPL,Ri = 1 2. The joint dephas-
ing is then described by operators of the form
PLi ⊗ PRj , i, j = {1,2,3} which result in a final 2-qubit state
ρo = ∑i,j=1,2,3 PLi ⊗ PRj ρi (PL)†i ⊗ (PR)†j . Again for the
case of the initial state ρi = ∣ψ+⟩ ⟨ψ+∣ we have
ρX = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0
0 .5 .5(1 − µL)(1 − µR) 0
0 .5(1 − µL)(1 − µR) .5 0
0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
(A4)
Depolarizing decoherence. Independent depolarization ef-
fects in the network arms can be described by operators
ML,R1 = √(1 − κL,R) 1 2 ,
ML,R2 = √κL,R/3 σx ,
ML,R3 = √κL,R/3 σy ,
ML,R4 = √κL,R/3 σz , (A5)
which satisfy ∑i=1,2,3,4(ML,R)†iML,Ri = 1 2. Joint depolar-
ization is thus given by operatorsMLi ⊗MRj , i, j = {1,2,3,4}
9and the output state ρo = ∑i,j=1,2,3,4MLi ⊗MRj ρi (ML)†i ⊗(MR)†j which for ρi = ∣ψ+⟩ ⟨ψ+∣ is given by
ρX = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
x 0 0 0
0 .5 − x .5 − 2x 0
0 .5 − 2x .5 − x 0
0 0 0 x
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (A6)
where 0 ≤ x = (κL + κR)/3 − 4κLκR/9 ≤ 1/3, since 0 ≤
κL,R ≤ 1.
It is clear from the form of the states Eq. (13), (14),
(15) that independent amplitude-damping, dephasing and
depolarization in the quantum channel arms between the
source and the telescopes all lead to states of the X-form.
Indeed, because this form of the resultant state is independent
of the type of decoherence in the two arms, one can imagine
different combinations of decoherence mechanisms, e.g.
AL ⊗ PR,ML ⊗AR etc., which preserve the X-form.
Appendix B: Errors in the visibility function for various
decoherence mechanisms
Various decoherence mechanisms outlined in Sec. (III A)
result in imperfect resource states and errors in the visibility
measurement. The visibility errors due to the various deco-
herence types depend on the parameters of the resource states
scale as
Amplitude Damping:∆Va ∼ (1 − .5(λL + λR))1/2
R
1/2
X (1 − λL)1/2(1 − λR)1/2 ,
∆Vp ∼ 1
R
1/2
X (1 − .5(λL + λR))1/2 ,
Dephasing:∆Va ∼ 1
R
1/2
X (1 − µL)(1 − µR) ,
∆Vp ∼ 1
R
1/2
X
,
Depolarization:∆Va ∼ (1 − 2x)1/2
R
1/2
E (1 − 4x) ,
∆Vp ∼ 1
R
1/2
X (1 − 2x)1/2 ,
where x = (κL + κR)/3 − 4κLκR/9, and RX is the rate
of network-supplied entangled photons per incoming spatio-
temporal mode of astronomical photons.
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